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in Hluboká nad Vltavou. They prepare the 
medicine and send it to the patient.  

But there are other methods, right?
Yes, I also do acupuncture (using special 
needles8, see picture A), moxibustion  
(burning9 herbs near the body), cupping10 
(warmed glasses on the body, see picture B)  
and Chinese massage. 

What do you have to study to become 
a Chinese medicine therapist?
Well, it’s work for four lives! There is so much  
to learn! I studied** for 4½ years in Prague,  
and I have to keep studying all my life.

Veronika, what does a Chinese medicine 
therapist do?
When a patient comes to see me, we sit down, 
drink tea and talk. The patient tells me about 
their health1 problems. I listen carefully, ask 
questions and try to find the cause2 of their 
health problems.
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1 health [helθ] – zdravotní | 2 cause [kɔːz] – příčina | 3 voice [vɔɪs] – hlas | 4 measuring [ˈmeʒəɪŋ]  
– měření | 5 tongue [tʌŋ] – jazyk | 6 herb [hɜːb] – bylina | 7 order [ˈɔːdə] – objednávka 
8 needle [ˈniːdl] – jehla | 9 to burn [bɜːn] – pálit | 10 cupping [ˈkʌpɪŋ] – baňkování 
11 to make an appointment [meɪk ən əˈpɔɪntmənt] – domluvit si schůzku | 12 to heal [hiːl] – léčit 
13 side effect [saɪd ɪˈfekt] – vedlejší účinek
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How can you find it?
In Chinese medicine, there are  
these methods of diagnosis: 
–  looking at the patient carefully,  

each detail is important.
–  listening – I listen to what they say,  

but also to their voice3, how strong it is,  
the melody of speech.

–  asking questions.
–  measuring4 the pulse.
–  looking at the tongue5. 

And how do you help the patients?
Chinese medicine uses herbs6 in various forms. 
Each patient is different and needs different 
medicine. I send an order7 to TCM Bohemia* 

What are your working hours?
I work Mondays to Thursdays from 8am to 
12 noon and Fridays from 8am to 4pm. But 
the patients have to make an appointment11 
at www.cinska-medicina-jablonec.cz first.  
The first consultancy takes 1 – 2 hours and 
costs 800 CZK. 

What do you like 
about your job?
I like healing12 
problems that 
modern medicine 
can’t, for example 
eczema, asthma 
and migraines. And 
there aren’t really 
any side effects13.

A. Acupuncture needles

Veronika and 
the Chinese 
medicine

Veronika spends her free 
time with her family.

   audio and    worksheet at www.gradus.cz 
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Name (Age):

Veronika Slámová (30)

Family: 

husband Ondřej (35), 

daughter Kristýna (3)

Job: 
Chinese Medicine Therapist

From:

Jablonec nad Nisou

Chinese Medicine 

Therapist
B. Cups for cupping

Veronika 
gives Chinese 
massage.

  LANGUAGE NOTE

*   TCM – tradiční čínská medicína
** to study – studied


